
Appendix A - comments to TRO-4e-2020 (annual resident visitor permit)

Who Road
Support/

Object Reasons

1 Resident Hawkhurst Road Object Unhappy with the cost when pay council tax and other charges.

2 Resident Hawkhurst Road Object
Introduced to help B&H Albion get a stadium, not fair for residents to pay for something they didn't 

want.

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit, particularly in an unregulated area.

Infringes on civil liberties by essentially banning visitors.

Many would struggle to afford to pay for the permit

Is there a limit? as it would stop people from being able to have lots of people visiting (parties, 

family get-togethers) when football is on.

No shortage of parking space in Coldean.

Puts pressure on people who can't afford to convert gardens into parking.

Should not encourage front gardens being made into parking.

Choose to live in area as parking is relatively easy and free.

Object to having to pay to park outside of house when it's only for a few days a year.

Its purpose is only to make money

HMO houses should be charged for parking more than two vehicles on the road.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Amex was forced on residents so parking issues should be funded by them.

Feel there should have been postal communication to residents.

Will adversely affect residents  more than help match day parking and use of public transport.

Unhappy with the cost when pay council tax and other charges.

Park and Ride facilities to the stadium should be improved.

8 Resident Saunders Hill Object Residents should not be penalised for living  near Amex.

Its purpose is only to make money

Residents should not be penalised for living  near Amex.

Resident Hawkhurst Road Object

Resident Saunders Hill Object

Resident Nanson Road Object

Resident Ingham Drive Object

Resident Saunders Hill Object

Resident Nanson Road Object
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Most residents have no off-street parking, will have to pay and deal with the procedure to leave 

their car in the road even when events not on.

Would prefer to abolish the scheme and allow match goers to park in area than to allow the cost to 

the permit.

Benefits of the Albion should be sufficient to allow the scheme to be free.

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit.

Live a distance away from stadium and fans do not park there.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Brighton & Hove City Council are reneging on this agreement.

Unhappy with the cost when didn't want stadium.

Issue is with Coldean's roads being used for parking by Varley Hall of Residence.

Residents should not be penalised for living  near Amex.

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit.

More enforcement needed on match days to stop persistent parking by those going to matches 

rather than making residents pay.

Or costs should be met by Football Club

Unhappy with cost  

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit.

Would struggle to afford to pay for the permit

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit.

Unhappy with the cost when didn't want stadium.

Disabled parent lives in area and will have to pay if need to visit.

Introduced to help B&H Albion get a stadium, not fair for residents to pay for something they didn't 

want.

More enforcement needed on match days to stop people parking in disabled bays.

Shouldn't have to pay for friends or family to visit.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Many people would not be able to have friends and family visit on days which coincide with a 

match, particularly elderly.

Would not be able to have friends and family visit on days which coincide with a match.

Would struggle to afford to pay for the permit

Live a distance away from stadium and fans do not park there.

Resident Nanson Road Object

Resident Standean Close Object

Resident Coldean Lane Object

Resident Hawkhurst Road Object

Resident Ashurst Road Object

Resident Standean Close Object

Resident Staplefield Drive Object

Resident Shortgate Road Object

Resident Selba Drive Object
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Have seen very little enforcement on match days.

18 Resident Selba Drive Object Wrong and immoral to enforce charges on two of the most impoverished estates in Brighton.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Residents should not be penalised for living  near Amex.

People who misuse permits should be penalised, should be traceable to address issued.

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

No parking issue in the area without the club.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Zone D is too big and over issuing of permits is main problem

Most of Zone D  is not effected by football parking.

22 Resident Roundway Object Don't feel they should pay for permits

Fail to manage parking on match days, needs smaller zones

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

25 Resident The Crescent Object Don't feel they should pay for permits

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

Parking is bad due to the students they should be charged too.

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with the cost when pay council tax, road tax, insurance and MOT.

Assured that there would be no charge for residents.

Universities shouldn't charge for parking, then these roads would be clear.

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

Its purpose is only to make money

Shouldn't have to pay for family to visit.

Unhappy with cost and it should be met by Football Club

Resident Selba Drive Object

Resident Egginton Road Object

Resident Hawkhurst Road Object

Resident Egginton Road Object

Resident Egginton Road Object

Resident The Crescent Object

Resident The Crescent Object

Resident Hillside Object

Resident Taunton Road Object

Resident The Crescent Object

Resident
Wolseley Road, 

Brighton
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